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ABSTRACT 

THE PROSPECTS FOR COMPETITION IN THE 

COMPUTER SOFTWARE MARKET 

Rick Sirchio 

In January of 1969, the Justice Department 

initiated antitrust proceedings against IBM — the 

principal competitor in the computer industry. A major 

contention in the government’s suit was that by setting 

one price for both the computers it manufactured and the 

programs used with them, the company had inhibited the 

development of an independent software market. IBM 

responded to this suit by announcing that in the future 

it would separately price many of the programs that it 

offered its customers. This change caused many industry 

analysts to project the development of a highly compe¬ 

titive trade for computer programs. 

Despite the threat of antitrust action and 

the pricing change, IBM still has powerful incentives 

to control the supply of software to its computer users. 

Both the software products themselves and the software 

producer influence the demand curve for hardware. 



Furthermore, in the software sector, there exists cer¬ 

tain structural features which the company can exploit 

in inhibiting potential competitors1 attempts to enter 

the market. Scale economy barriers and absolute cost 

barriers are seen to exist in the software sector. Con¬ 

sidering these barriers, it is possible to conceptualize, 

within the framework of a profit maximizing model encom¬ 

passing multiple complimentary goods, an output deter¬ 

mining policy on the part of IBM designed to exclude entry. 

Thus this analysis indicates that any prediction as to 

the future competive nature of the software market is 

questionable. 
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INTRODUCTION 

During June, 1969, the International Busi¬ 

ness Machines Corporation — the major supplier of 

electronic data processing equipment — announced 

that it was changing its policy with reference to 

the manner in which it had been pricing its computer 

systems. The price charged for computer hardware 

would be separate or "unbundled" from the price 

charged for a large proportion of the software pro¬ 

ducts it had developed for use with its machinery. 

Until the announcement, IBM had hidden its software 

fee in its system rental or purchase price and claimed 

to be offering the software free. Any user desiring 

to employ a program or package independently developed 

was paying a premium for the privilege of doing so. 

Given this arrangement, growth for independent soft¬ 

ware suppliers was difficult. 

Understandably, the decision precipitated 

extensive comment in industry journals. It was sug¬ 

gested that since users were free to apply, as they 

wished, those resources formerly devoted to the 



2 

support of IBM products, a highly competitive soft- 
1 

ware market could develop. This projection is the 

subject of this paper. An attempt is made to pre¬ 

sent that logical possibility which suggests itself 

in consideration of the characteristics of the com¬ 

puter industry. The implication of the discussion 

is that such a projection is not entirely justified. 

A substantial portion of the software market will 

remain closed to competition due to the fact that 

the products involved will be offered free by IBM. 

'With reference to unbundled products, although the 

number of competing firms might increase, the es¬ 

tablished competitor, IBM, has both the incentive 

and the potential to continue controlling a large 

share of the trade that develops. 

Section I in this paper presents necessary 

definitions and a history of the computer industry 

including the software sector. Section II discusses 

the rationale for IBM's participation in the soft¬ 

ware market and for its past and possible future 

 1  

See for example: "The Wide-Open Market 
that IBM Unbundled." Business Week (May 2, 1970). 
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efforts to dominate it. Section III outlines those 

barriers to entry that might confront firms attempt¬ 

ing to compete with IBM and conceptualizes its output 

policy to forestall entry given the complication it 

faces of operating in multiple complimentary markets. 

Section IV in pointing out where prospective compe¬ 

titors may survive presents a description of that 

market structure which, considering the arguments 

presented in this paper, seems likely to evolve. It 

also summarizes and concludes the paper. 



CHAPTER ONE 

I 

A computing system consists of three func- 
2 

tional components. The mainframe or memory/process¬ 

ing unit stores instructions and performs the logic 

and arithmetic manipulations required of a computer. 

Peripherals, the second component, are devices used 

for auxiliary data storage and for passing informa¬ 

tion into and out of the system. Processor and 

peripherals considered together form the hardware 

segment of the system. 

The third component, the software, encom¬ 

passes those sets of instructions which are necessary 

in directing the operation of a computer. Software 

can be divided into three subcategories. Basic soft¬ 

ware (operating systems and executive routines) 

oversees and co-ordinates the various pieces of hard¬ 

ware forming a system. Auxiliary software (language 

 2  

Gaps in Technology: Electronic Computers. 
(Organization for Economic Co-operation and Develop¬ 
ment, 1969) Paris, p. 21. 

4 
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processors) are flexible tools for relating a com¬ 

puter to numerous environments while application 

packages are specialized sets of instructions that 

link a system to a specific problem or data process¬ 

ing need (i.e., performing a company’s payroll cal¬ 

culations and printing its employee checks). 

Firms which produce any of these three com¬ 

ponents are usually considered to be in the computer 

systems manufacturing industry. 

II 

A developed computer technology emerged in 

this country in the last half of the forties and the 

first commercial systems were offered early in the 
3 

next decade. Although the Univac division of Sperry 

Rand was the first United States firm to commercially 

market a computing system, it was the International 

Business Machine Corporation that exploited the fact 

3 
For sources of history see: Sharpe, William 

F. The Economics of Computers. (Columbia University 
Press, 1969) New York! Shepherd, William B. Market- 
Power and Economic Welfare. (Random House, 1976) New 
York, pp. 223-232. 
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that electronic data processing machinery was appli¬ 

cable to the immense information handling problems 

faced by businesses of all sizes. This insight formed 

the basis of the company’s marketing strategy, and it 

quickly became the premier manufacturer of computer 

systems. 

IBM has maintained its dominant position 

throughout the twenty years of the industry's exis¬ 

tence. This market control has been in spite of an 

extremely high growth rate for the installed base of 
4 

equipment — to approximately $30 billion in 1970. 

It has been estimated that IBM's dominance extends 

to 70% of foreign and domestic computer hardware 

users; and because of its market share, the company 

has understandably been described as a monopolist 
5 

in the industry. 

Before separate pricing, IBM users were 

offered, allegedly free of charge, whatever software 

products it had developed for use with its machinery. 

4 
Buick, Gilbert. "The Computer Industry's 

Great Expectations," Fortune, Vol. LXXVIII No. 2 
(August, 1968) p. 97. 

5 
Shepherd, op.cit., p. 227. 
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However, it has been pointed out that hardware prices 

were appropriately adjusted to cover the cost of de- 
6 

veloping the software products. 

e iDespite this prohibitive pricing policy, K 1 

some trade for unbundled products existed prior to 

1969. Independently produced packages first appeared 

in the early sixties. They were, essentially, effi¬ 

cient user programs, the rights to which had been 
7 

purchased by brokerage or marketing firms. By 1968, 

the eleven firms forming the association of Indepen¬ 

dent Software Companies claimed annual sales of 
8. 

$100 million. ] 

Criticism of IBM's bundled pricing came 

from both users and software competitors. Many of 

its users, particularly the more sophisticated ones, 

wrote much of the software employed in their opera¬ 

tions and resented having to subsidize IBM products. 

6 
Sharp, op.cit., p. 525; and Shepherd, 

op.cit., pp. 227-28. 
7 
Shively, William C. "Packaged Software 

vs. In-House Programming," Data Management, Vol 9, 
No. 9 (September, 1971) p. 37. 

8 
Ibid. 
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Independent firms attempting to compete in the soft¬ 

ware sector felt that they were put at an unfair 

disadvantage by the practice. This must have been 

especially frustrating since it had often been sug¬ 

gested that, except for bundled pricing, the soft¬ 

ware sector with its apparently low capital require¬ 

ments as compared to that of hardware manufacturing 

would be a prime sector for competitive activity to 
9 

develop. 

Beyond industry reaction, the specific 

catalyst for unbundling was the Justice Department's 

anti-trust suit filed in January of 1969. In address¬ 

ing various aspects of IBM's marketing conduct, the 

government brief singled out the company's pricing 

policy which was alleged to have limited the develop- 
10 

ment of an independent software industry. That 

the practice, although technically not a tie-in 

arrangement, might violate the intended spirit of 

antitrust legislation had already been suggested in 

9 
Gaps in Technology: Electronic Computers, 

op.cit., p. 118. 
10 

The Wall Street Journal, (January 20, 1969) 
p. 3, Col. 1. 
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11 
earlier legal proceedings. The threat posed if 

the government case were upheld would be the possi¬ 

bility of the company being broken into smaller 

components and the probability of it being the target 

of additional suits filed by parties claiming injury 

because of bundled pricing. Proof of such injury 

would obligate IBM to payment of triple damages to 
12 

the plaintiff. 

It seems, therefore, that because of its 

exposed legal condition, IBM announced its hardware- 
13 

software unbundling. It divided all the software 

offered to users into two classes encompassing the 

three categories mentioned in the beginning of this 

section. Type I or basic software would continue 

to be offered free while type II or auxiliary and 

application software would carry rental charges. 

These charges were compensated for by a simultaneous 

3% reduction in rental or purchase prices associated 

11 
’’The IBM Program for Shaking Off Suits," 

Business Week (June 14, 1969) p. 49. 
12 
The Wall Street Journal (May. 13, 19 69 ) 

p. 20. Col. 4. * 
13 

Ibid. 
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with hardware products. Subsequently, other hard¬ 

ware vendors imitated IBM's behavior to varying 

degrees. 



CHAPTER TWO 

In order to assess the impact of unbundling, 

it will be necessary to investigate the demand rela¬ 

tionship existing between software and hardware. 

Such an inquiry should uncover an explanation for 

IBM’s efforts, up to the time of unbundling, to con¬ 

trol the supply of software products to its users. 

If successful in this task, the discussion will at 

the same time suggest the future behavior of the 

company in this area. The brief outline that fol¬ 

lows develops the reasons for which IBM has been in 

the past and will attempt, in all probability, to 

remain the dominant producer of the software employed 

with its machinery. 

The essential characteristic of the rela¬ 

tionship existing between hardware and software is 

their technological interdependence in the produc¬ 

tion of the services of a computer system. Such 

interdependence arises in general any time the use¬ 

fulness of a particular product depends both on its 

11 



12 

14 

own adaptability and that of an essential compliment. 

In the case at hand, the particular product, hardware, 

depends crucially for its applicability upon the 

nature of the software development embodied by the 

programs existing for combination with it. This 

inter-dependence can be seen to function in two spe¬ 

cific dimensions. 

Until adapted to a specific environment by 

means of programming, a computer is little more than 

a collection of electronic components. It is the 

software segment of a system which to a great extent 

defines the uses to which it can be put. The number 

of operating systems, language processors and appli¬ 

cation programs which are available to be employed 

with a computer determines the number of market seg¬ 

ments any producer can penetrate with a particular 
15 

machine. Demand for a piece of equipment is thus 

formed as much by the nature of the software parti- 

 IT*  

Bowman, W.S. Jr., "Tying Arrangements and 
the Leverage Problem," Yale Law Journal, Vol. LXVII, 
(November 1957) pp. 27-28’. 

15 

Wilson, John L., "Separate Pricing for 
Computer Support Services," Business Horizons Vol. 
XIII No. 3 (June 1970) p. 80. 
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cipating in the system as by that of the hardware. 

As the software development effort determining 

machine usefulness is varied, demand for a particu¬ 

lar computer varies. 

In addition to rendering a machine suitable 

for competition in a given market segment, the soft¬ 

ware component is capable of influencing the effec¬ 

tiveness of the given hardware-software combination 

in performing whatever applications characterize the 

given segment. Thus the development embodied in the 

software may effect the share of total market demand 

for a particular type of computer accruing to a given 

manufacturer. (Efficiency enhancing software innova- 
I 

tion has been a fundamental and necessary aspect of 

competition in the computer industry. In the context 

of the market structure existing at present, smaller 

companies attempt to produce systems that are "con¬ 

spicuously better" in the sense of more efficient 

in order to create a market for their machinery 

while the dominant hardware firm must develop more 

efficient products to counteract any technical ad- 

vantage smaller companies might try to achieve, j 

T6 
Gaps on Computer Technology: Electronic 

Computers, op.cit., p. 69. 
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I The effect of software on system efficiency 

is manifested through two channels. The conciseness 

of the logic or the number of instructions required 

to perform a given operation determines the absolute 

rate at which a system could be employed. A parti¬ 

cular computer's absolute productivity in a given 

application is a primary factor determining user 

preference for it relative to competing tools appli¬ 

cable to the given environment. 

Also, certain characteristics of software 

effect the time and effort required of a user for 

achieving a machine's intended level of productivity 

in his particular application. Seldom is the user 

capable of initiating his operation at its highest 

rate of efficiency. He must expend a certain amount 

of resources educating his staff in the system’s use. 

The theory of adaptive production functions deals 

with the relationship between learning and a process's 

actual efficiency and can be employed to illuminate 

this facet of software's influence over system and 

hardware demand. 

At a point in time, a process' output is a 

function both of the level of initial efficiency with 
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which it is used and the rate of adaption or learning 
17 

displayed by those using it. Learning is a factor 

by which the actual rate of output of a process can 

be increased towards its optimal rate. Since the 

rate of learning itself can be influenced by such 

activities as training programs, the rate of output 

is indirectly related to these activities. With 

reference to computers, the factors influencing the 

rate of user learning can be the software products 

employed in a system. Levy in explaining IBM's 

success, points out the fact that 

...the programs, languages, and 
routines that are accessible to 
this particular company's com¬ 
puters enable its purchasers to 
learn to use its equipment faster 
than that of its competitors. 
Thus, even though all computers 
available to a firm may theoreti¬ 
cally have exactly the same capa¬ 
bilities, the firm will show a 
preference for the computer which 
is easiest to use. 

Given this technological interdependence 

17 
Levy, Ferdinand K., "An Adaptive Production 

Function," American Economic Review, Vol LV No. 2, 
(May 1965) pp 386-96. 

18 
Ibid., p. 69 . 



then, the state of the software development effort 

existing to compliment the hardware produced by a 

given manufacturer is seen to influence in a funda¬ 

mental way the demand for that equipment. Program¬ 

ming innovation can be used to outfit a machine for 

competition in new markets resulting in possible 

increases in its demand. Enhancement of a particular 

computer’s productivity in any application or of the 

ease with which firms are able to learn to apply it 

to their needs may have equally favorable effects. 

|This potential for generating variations in 

hardware demand creates a strong incentive for IBM’s 

(or any hardware manufacturer’s) development and 

marketing efforts in the software market. By being 

active, IBM retains at least the ability to define 

the principle market segments in which its equipment 

competes and the standard for the effectiveness with 

which it does so. 

Without its competitive presence, the ini¬ 

tiative for making these decisions is passed on to 

independent software companies, organizations whose 

goals and objectives are not necessarily consistent 

with IBM's. There appears to be no a priori reason 
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for believing that these agencies would produce, at 

the appropriate times, the quality and types of soft¬ 

ware products necessary to fulfill IBM’s intentions 

for its hardware. Continual software activity is 

explained by IBM’s desire to insure its hardware 

demand by guaranteeing the existence of the appro¬ 

priate products at the appropriate times. 

The rationale for a hardware producer's 

efforts to dominate or control the supply of software 

to its equipment users is more complex to describe. 

A policy which limits entry might be the only rea¬ 

listic one for IBM to follow since it allows IBM to 

screen its hardware market from the uncertain and 

possibly adverse effects independent software com¬ 

petitors could introduce. Exclusion would reinforce 

its position as the hardware monopolist by allowing 

it to plan its present and future activities with 

greater certainty.I 

When close technological interdependence 

exists between two goods, it is possible that the 

producer of one might try to control the supply of 

the other in order to protect the goodwill associated 
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19 

with its product. In the event that the inferi¬ 

ority of the complement were to be imputed to the 

primary good, the primary good's producer would suffer 
20 

an impairment of its goodwill and future trade. 

Protecting future trade could be an incentive to IBM 

for attempting to force its software on users through 

"packaged deals." 

Furthermore, by supplying all the data pro¬ 

cessing needs of its customers, the company insures 

their dependence on it. Such dependence has obvious 

advantages. It renders that one supplier, IBM, the 

sole source of information to the user and shields 

him from the possibility of being influenced by firms 

which do not have a vested interest in his choice of 

hardware. The user would become more compliant with 

that supplier's suggestions for present and future 

equipment usage given the absence of any other source 

of suggestions about his operation's utilization. 

In fact, this would necessarily follow technically 

 13  

Singer, Eugene M., Antitrust Economics 
(Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1968) Englewood Cliffs, New 
Jersey, p. 188. 

20 
Ibid. 
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since the software used in a system determines, within 

some range, the number and type of hardware components 

(processors and peripherals) incorporated in the sys¬ 

tem. Perhaps most important of all would be the pos¬ 

sible tendency that could arise for a dependent user 

to acquire a thorough IBM orientation in attacking 

his data processing problems. This orientation might 

cause just enough inflexibility to forestall his 

effective evaluation of competing systems in the 

future. 

Therefore, in addition to complimenting 

hardware technically and insuring its marketing suc¬ 

cess, software production and sales could be a means 

of tying users to the hardware company. By dominating 

the supply of software products used by its hardware 

customers, IBM succeeds in making a private preserve 

out of its customer base: where it is the principal 

influence on the user in determining present and 

future hardware needs. Although the tactic of bun¬ 

dled pricing is no longer available with reference 

to many software products, it might be possible for 

IBM to protect its position, where desired, in the 

unbundled portion of the software sector. It could 



20 

produce a quantity of output which in the event of 

entry implies a post entry market price which will 

not enable the entrant to cover costs at any level 

of output. 



CHAPTER THREE 

I 

The suggestion has been made that for pro¬ 

ducts no longer bundled, IBM could output hardware 

and software quantities that imply prices such that 

entry barriers are made effective in the areas where 

these products compete. This section of Chapter 

Three concentrates exclusively on the software sector 

and catalogues those barriers that may exist. Sec¬ 

tion II conceptualizes the process by i^hich the quan¬ 

tities that determine the appropriate limit prices 

are chosen by the firm operating in multiple compli¬ 

mentary markets. 

A frequently noted feature of software pro¬ 

duction is the generation of scale economies as the 

number of units produced of any given package is 
21 

expanded. Economic theory recognizes two causes 

for such an effect. The one most commonly discussed 

21 
Conway, Melvin E., "On the Economies of 

Software," Datamation, Vol 14, No. 10 (October 19G8) 
p. 29; and Sharpe, op.cit. , p. 52 3. 

21 
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is the existence of technical efficiencies in the 

production of large quantities of an article. Given 

the simplicity of the actual reproductive stage of 

software production — punching a card deck or copy¬ 

ing a tape — such economies would tend to be slight. 

An investigation of the relationship of fixed to 

variable costs for these types of articles would be 

of more value in explaining any production economies 

that occur. 

It is generally accepted that the dominance 

of total costs by fixed costs generates scale econo¬ 

mies. As output expands in these cases, the burden 

of fixed costs is shared by more units, and unit 

average costs decrease over an extensive range of 

output levels. Vickery points out that in almost 

all important cases of decreasing costs, "the pro- 
22 

duct is of a very complex character." He cites 

as examples of decreasing cost industries those which 

are concerned with the production of "original or 

_ 

Vickery, William S. , Microstatics, (Ilar- 
court, Brace S World, Inc., 19641 New York, pp 249- 
248. 
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23 
creative works" such as the publishing industry. 

Such complexity, it can be assumed, causes an article’s 

development costs to be quite high and since these 

expenses are included in fixed costs, fixed costs are 

high also. 

This second description appropriatedly de¬ 

scribes the forces affecting the production costs of 

an article of software. A computer program is in a 

sense creative and original, and extremely complex 

in nature. For any program, literally tens of thou¬ 

sands of instructions have to be designed, coordi¬ 

nated, coded and tested. This requires the invest¬ 

ment of large amounts of system design resources 

and computer time. Although estimates for specific 

products are unavailable, certain gross indicators 

of the expense involved in designing and developing 

software are available. As a whole, system 360 

software development is estimated to have absorbed 

$200 million, a sum equal to that spent in the same 
24 

stage of hardware production. And as Conway points 

 73  

Vickery, op.cit., p. 251. 
24 
^ Conway, op.cit., p. 30. 
X 
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out, unlike traditional mass produced objects, while 

software development and design costs are extremely 

high, its reproduction costs remain negligible, 

amounting to little more than the value of the card 

decks and tape reels on which developed products are 
25 

copied. 

The implications of economic theory for 

such a state are clear. Depending on the exact shape 

of its long run average cost curve, a potential en¬ 

trant to this industry would have to produce an amount 

of output sufficient to supply the entire market or 

a sizeable portion of it to minimize its unit cost 

disadvantage. The potential exists for the esta¬ 

blished firm to set an output quantity that determines 

a price which effectively bars entry. 

These conclusions are valid, however, only 

if potential competitors for the sales of any parti¬ 

cular software product have to incur the same, large 

initial development costs that established firms 

experienced. If entering firms can appropriate de¬ 

sign and development work already undertaken by 

Conway, op.cit. , p. 29; and Sharpe, op.- 
cit., p. 523. 
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existing firms, the barrier to entry created by scale 

economies can be reduced. 

In Figure 1, Dj represents the industry 

demand curve for some program and A-C represents 

average cost conditions for all competitors, actual 

and potential. Assume that the established firm in 

the industry, sets its quantity output at some level 

and keeps it at that level in response to attempted 

entry. Under this assumption, the portion of the 

demand curve facing the entrant would be that seg¬ 

ment of industry demand to the right of the quantity 

chosen by the established firm as its output. If 

this segment is shifted parallel to itself until it 

just intersects the price axis, it can be seen that 

the entrant’s demand curve is everywhere below its 

average cost curve if (Qfs> Pfs) 
as quantity- 

price relationship chosen by the established firm. 

No entry is possible. 

However, suppose a potential competitor was 

able to bypass a significant portion of fixed costs 

by appropriating design and development work done 

by the established firm (for example, by hiring a 

key system’s designer). If the established firm, 
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FIG■ 1 
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still assuming its potential competitors average 

cost curve to be identical to its own, sets (Qfs) 

as its quantity output, some portion of the entrants 

actual cost curve (B-C in Figure 1) will be to the 

left of its demand and entry might be possible. 

Thus to effectively exploit scale economy 

barriers, the established firm must be able to pro¬ 

tect its programming investment. The two means most 

commonly discussed for doing so are copyright and 

patent. Copyright registration has been granted to 

computer programs since 1964. It is perhaps the 

least effective way of guarding a develpped product 

for it forbids only the exact copying of existing 
26 

works. Both the expression of the same thought 

in altered form and independent development of the 
27 

same thought is allowed. 

| Due to these weaknesses, firms that have 

invested heavily in software development and design 

have sought patent protection for their programs 

21 
Puckett, Allen W., "Protecting Computer 

Programs," Datamation, Vol 13, No. 11 (November 1967) 
p. 56. 

27 
Ibid. 
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and packages. Patents prohibit anyone from "making, 

vending or using" the patented object without appro- 
28 

priate consent of the patent holder. Although 

patent registration of programs was first issued in 

1968, this appears to have been more of an adminis¬ 

trative step taken in case the patent court in fact 

ruled that programs could be covered by existing 
29 

patent laws. In 1969, however, a major precedent 

was set when the U.S. Court of Patent Appeals ruled 

that when a general purpose digital computer is con¬ 

verted into a special purpose digital computer by a 

set of instruction, the computer and the program under 
30 

which it operates represent patentable material. 

This implies that, subject to Supreme Court review, 

patent protection now exists for innovative program 

procedures. 

Regardless of any possible reversal of this 

Puckett, op.cit., p. 56. 
29 

Ibid. 
30 

Golbi, Elmer W., "Software and Patents: 
A Status Report," Communications of the ACM, Vol 14, 
No. 4 (April 1971) p. 275. 
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decision by the Supreme Court, other equally effec¬ 

tive means of protecting software exist. Classifying 

a program as a trade secret and having a client agree 

in contract to a penalty if disclosure occurs through 

his fault are legal means for achieving the security 

sought. Under the common law tradition of unfair 

competition, processes which are truly secretive, 

valuable, expensive to develop and company-wide pro- 
31 

jects are classifiable as trade secrets. Disclo¬ 

sure of such a process would be liable to civil and 
32 

possibly criminal legal action. Classification 

as such would insure against the revelation of per¬ 

tinent material by the employees of the developing 

firm. Clients or leasees of the product could be 

persuaded to guard it through written contract. Such 

a contract would obligate the leasee to payment of 

substantial penalty damages if leakages about a pro¬ 

gram were directly related to his negligence or com- 
3 3, 

pliance. ^ 

31 
Puckett, op.cit., p. 258. 

32 
Ibid. 

33 
Ibid. 



In addition to whatever development and 

design expenses potential entrants do in fact ex¬ 

perience, their fixed costs would include a second 

30 

significant component. They would have to make 

sizeable investments to build marketing and support 
34 

organizations to match those of IBM. The addition 

of these costs, estimated to represent as much as 

40% of the overall investment required to develop, 
35 

produce, and market a program, would maintain 

fixed costs at high levels and reinforce the decreas¬ 

ing cost nature of software production. 

The discussion so far has concentrated only 

on scale barriers and thereby upon the absolute size 

of the initial investment required of entrants. A 

comparison of this investment against that of IBM 

begins to suggest the existence of absolute cost 

barriers. Considerations listed below indicate 

that to generate given demand conditions, both the 

 ^  

Goetz, Martin, "Suppliers Should Anticipate 
Maintenance Costs," Computerworld, Vol VI, No. 6 (Fe¬ 
bruary 2, 1972) pp 28-29. 

35 

"Packaged Software Use Growing; Market 
Costs High; Adapso Told," Computerworld, Vol VI, 
No. 9 (March 1, 1972) p. 23. 
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development and design component and the marketing 

component of fixed investment would be greater for 

independents. 

The reason for the hypothesized inflation 

of an independent's development and design expenses 

in producing a given quality product is that there 

are savings that accrue to a hardware vendor in his 

software operation that an independent firm cannot 

realize. These savings would be caused for instance 

by the improved quality of the information flow 

existing between IBM's own hardware and software 

design groups over that of the flow existing between 

its hardware group and external software groups. 

One factor causing the impairment of the flow to the 

outside would be the time lag involved. 

Possibly more important in generating sav¬ 

ings would be the economies that could be derived 

from the hardware vendor's ability to consolidate 

certain aspects of the testing costs for both types 

of products. Programs for new machines could be 

tested simultaneously with the equipment while in¬ 

dependent software houses would have to wait till 

the computer was made available commercially and 
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then pay prime rental for the time used. They would 

thus pay the actual rental fee on the equipment and 

the opportunity cost of the delay involved in waiting 

for the computer to be made available to them. 

More pronounced would be the additional 

selling costs incurred by independent producers in 

generating a given state of demand. The additional 

expense would be required to overcome IBM users' 

preferences for that company's software. There are 

several causes for this preference. The complete 

marketing approach has become traditionalized in the 

data processing industry. To the extent that users 

resist changes in accepted procedures and prefer 

more comfortable and familiar methods, they would 

be biased against the procurement of software from 

an independent since it involved them in two buying 

cycles and required them to maintain relations with 

two support organizations. Additionally, this mul¬ 

tiplicity might entail implicit incremental expense. 

The cost as felt by the user of a system involving 

independent software could be greater than that of 

one with hardware producer supplied programs. The 

components of the two systems might have the same 
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nominal price tags, but the cost of the former could 

be enhanced by the opportunity cost of the additional 

time and managerial resources absorbed by the multi¬ 

ple buying process. This effect would reinforce a 

user’s bias against independent software. 

Furthermore, user preference for IBM soft¬ 

ware might be engendered by future concerns since 

user .needs do not end with the acquisition of a pro¬ 

gram, The requirement remains for long term backup 

or support services to accompany the usage of the 

program to: (1) debug or correct existing flaws in 

developed products and (2) enhance these products 
36 

into more useful forms over time. Considering 

this extended relationship, users would prefer trans¬ 

actions with those firms they perceive as having the 

higher probability of continued existence. The 

length of IBM’s participation in the computer indus¬ 

try and its success would be evidence to prospective 

hardware and software users of its potential for 
37 

providing future services. To the extent that 

Goetz, op.cit. 
37 

For comments on the existence of such a trend 
in relation to other products, see: Bylinsky, Gene, "Vin¬ 
cent Learson Didn’t Plan It that Way, But IBM’s Toughest 
Competitor Is -- IBM," Fortune, Vol LXXXV, No. 3 (March 
1972) p. 1*19. 
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preferences for IBM systems are generated by biases 

against independent software or future needs, enter¬ 

ing firms incur additional selling costs. In one 

case, they would be needed to induce a client to 

overcome his bias and in the other to build a quality 

image for product and company. The extent of these 

incremental selling costs could be aggrevated by an 

independent's need to compensate for any carry-over 

influence accruing to IBM's software sales from its 

equipment sales promotion. 

A last important influence creating absolute 

cost differences would be the practice of leasing. 

This form of transaction has been singled out as a 

significant cause of high entry barriers to the 

hardware sector since it requires new firms to have 
38 

access to extensive financial reserves. If avail¬ 

able at all, these reserves would in all likelihood 

entail enhanced costs. Leasing is presently being 

endorsed and employed by firms — notably IBM — in 

the software sector. It has been suggested that the 

practice has advantages for the leasor with regards 

38 
Shepherd, op♦cit., p. 227. 
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to protecting program rights and thus will be popular 
39 

with them. It may also be preferred by leasees who, 

through it, would have a claim on software producers 

in the event of future emergencies. 

In summary, the barriers that can be arrayed 

against entrant firms in any software submarket IBM 

competes vigorously in are substantial. Scale bar¬ 

riers are generated by the nature of the product 

involved while absolute cost barriers are created 

by IBM's savings in production, user preferences, 

and leasing. 

II 

The purpose of this section of Chapter Three 

is to attempt a conceptualization of the quantity de¬ 

cisions IBM faces in determining limit prices given 

the complications involved with complimentary goods 

and potential entry. A mathematical statement of 

the decision process will be presented along with a 

graphical analysis under simplified conditions. Assume 

39 
Sharpe, op.cit., p. 521 
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for simplicity that all transactions are purchases 

and IBM sells only one computer and one program. 

Furthermore, assume that, considering the degree of 

technical complimentarity between the program and the 

computer and the number of equipment users who demand 

the program, IBM decides that long run profits are 

maximized by excluding potential entrants completely 

from the software market. 

The complimentarity of the two goods implies 

that a change in the quantity of either effects not 

only the price of the one good, but also the price 

obtained for a set quantity of the other. Thus the 

price of each is a function of the quantity of both: 

PS = f(S, H) 

Ph = gCS, H) 

Let: 

(1) , C^, C represent the total cost 

functions for IBM in software and hardware production 

and for the entrant in software production. C en¬ 

compasses any cost disadvantages the entrant might 

experience; 

(2) IBM makes its quantity decisions for 
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hardware and software and subsequently maintains pre¬ 

entry output levels in the face of entry; 

(3) All cost and demand curves are respec¬ 

tively convex and concave to the origin. 

IBM can be envisioned as forestalling entry 

by temporarily taking its software and hardware quan¬ 

tities (Sm, Hm) as given and solving the independent 

firm's quantity maximizing problem subject to the 

condition that at the determined level of output it 

can earn no economic profit. This condition could 

be made stronger by limiting the entrant to outputs 

such that it could not cover the opportunity costs 

of the resources it commits. Such an approach while 

corresponding more closely to the pure theory of entry 

limitation would introduce an added level of complex¬ 

ity into the mathematical analysis to be presented 

without substantively altering the results. This 

difficulty can be bypassed by pointing out that, in 

realistic terms, a firm would not be expected to enter 

an industry characterized by high economic profits if 

it could only cover the costs of its invested resources. 

Thus by limiting the entrant to levels of 

output for which it can earn no economic profit, IBM 
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can derive a constraint on the range of hardware and 

software output levels available to it. With the aid 

of a Lagrange multiplier, this constraint can be in¬ 

troduced into its profit function. The independent's 

profit function can be written: 

Pi = f(S± + nr Vsi - C<V> 

where represents its quantity of output. Maximiz¬ 

ing with respect to S^: 

f(S± + S m5 
+ res, + s ms Hm>Si - C’CS^ 

or 

s. = C'CS.) - f(S± + sm, Hm) 
f,<si + Sm> Hm> 

IBM can choose its output levels (hardware and software) 

so that, given the independent's profit maximizing quan¬ 

tity, its maximum profits are less than or equal to zero: 

(Max P^) = (f C-(S;L>-f (Si+Sm,Hm> + Sm,Hm C'Csp-f^S^H,,) 

1 f'<Si+Sm’V J 

C-(S.)-f(S^Sm,Hm)~ < o 
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This expression represents the required constraint 

in IBM’s decision process: 

x(Smj Hm) = (max Pj ) < 0. 

Given this expression and the fact that until entry 

is undertaken its output represents industry output, 

IBM’s quantity decision can be stated as follows: 

Max: Pm = fCSm,Hm)Sm+g(Sm,Hm)Hm-Cs(Sm)-ChCSm) 

subject to: 

xCSm, Hm) < 0. 

Denoting the required Lagrange multiplier by 1 and 

taking the appropriate derivatives: 

2V 

2V 
2TTm

= smf,<Sm»Hm>+g(Sm»V+Hm8,(Sm»Hm)-Ch(Hm>“lx,<sm»V = 0 

2V 
21 x(S m,Hm) m’ m (Max P( ). 

Assuming that Sm and IIm are positive implies that the 

first two partials are identically equal to zero. 
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Investigating the partial with respect to 1; 

(1) if 1 = 0, then lx' = 0 for both S and 
m 

and the quantities of hardware and software out- 

puted by IBM are not different from the unconstrained 

quantities; 

(2) if 1 > 0, then x = 0 and the constraint 

binds. Furthermore: 

(for Sm), lx
,(Sm,Hm) = 12(max R ), 

2S_ ni 

(for Hm), lx‘(Sm,Hm) = 12(max T\ ) 

Any increase in output by IBM causes market price 

to drop. Since the independent is at its profit max 

imizing position, any drop in market price causes 

(Max P; ) to decline. Thus: 

12 (max Pi ) and 12 (max ) < 

2S 
m 2H_ m 

Inspection of the first two partial derivatives re¬ 

veals that, given the above implication, for the two 

statements to identically equal zero: 

^CSm> > (Sm,Hm)+Hme' <sm,iv>, 
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C'(H ) > g(S ,H )+H g'(S ,H )+S f'(S ,H ), 
h m m m m nr m m mm’ 

This can be interpreted as stating that the quantities 

of hardware and software produced by IBM are greater 

than the corresponding quantities for the unconstrained 

case. 

An intuitive appreciation for this can be de¬ 

rived from graphical analysis under very simplified 
40 

conditions. ■ The net addition to either product's 

revenue when its output level is varied is referred 

to as its differential revenue.. The differential 

revenue curve reflects the direct effect of varying 

the quantity of the given good and the indirect effect 

of the resulting price change for the complimentary 

good. Both the hardware and software market can be 

represented by families of demand (upper) and differ¬ 

ential revenue curves (lower) in Figure 1. In each 

figure, one demand and differential revenue curve 

corresponds to a given quantity of the other good. 

Since the goods are complimentary, the farther the 

 jjg  

Presentation adapted from: Bailey, Martin 
J., "Price and Output Determination by a Firm Selling 
Related Products," American Economic Review, Vol XLIV 
(March 1954) pp 82-93. 
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demand and differential revenue curves are from the 

origin the larger is the quantity of the other good 

that underlies them. 

The determination of total profit maximizing 

outputs (with no limiting problem) is as follows. 

The hardware market is kept in equilibrium and the 

output of software varied until its equilibrium 

quantity is found. For each, hardware quantity, 

there will be a corresponding software quantity. 

The locus of these points Qsw/Q^w> 
can represented 

in multimarket graph, Figure 2. A similar relation¬ 

ship can be derived for the equilibrium hardware 

quantities given successive software quantities. The 

intersection of these two partial equilibrium rela¬ 

tionships determines the maximizing outputs. 

Nov; suppose IBM is faced with the threat of 

potential entry to the software market and the pro¬ 

blem of forestalling entry. The average cost curve 

for the independent is superimposed on the software 

market diagram at Psw = C^. To exclude the potential 

entrant, IBM has to set its software quantities for 

all hardware levels such that the prices associated 

with these software quantities are less than C^. 
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Any solutions for which prices were equal to or greater 

than Ck will have to be adjusted by expanding output. 

In the multimarket graph, the Q^/Q^ relationship 

develops a kink. Given the shapes of the curves 

chosen in the example, the final quantities are 

altered. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

The implications of the arguments presented 

are that IBM may continue to control the supply of 

those software products necessary to implement and 

maintain its marketing plans in the hardware sector. 

To the extent permitted by the Justice Department, 

control could be exercised by leaving the prices of 

certain products bundled. Where this tactic would 

be prohibited, the previous analysis has suggested 

that limit prices could be utilized to the same ends. 

Products eliciting such behavior would be 

those possessing two characteristics. The technical 

interdependence between these products and the machines 

they would be combined with would exist to a high de¬ 

gree. The extent of their complimentarity would imply 

that, in these cases, hardware utilization would be 

very sensitive to the nature of software product (and 

perhaps also the influences of the software producer). 

Furthermore, this high degree of technical complimen¬ 

tarity would effect large dollar volumes of software. 

Packages so characterized include all Type I 

software and the language processors included under 

M6 
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the Type II heading. These products are demanded 

across a wide range of industries and underlie all 

further applications of a computer. Certain appli¬ 

cation programs of a generalized nature and wide 

appeal might be similarly treated. 

It is not reasonable to imply, however, 

that IBM would attempt to control every software 

product used with its equipment. Programs with little 

influence over large dollar amounts of hardware sales 

would seem to be of less importance to the company, 

and the quantities of these products produced by IBM 

in the short run might not necessarily be those that 

forestall entry. Areas in which IBM's incentives to 

exploit its advantages would be weakest may be viable 

areas for independent software producers to initiate 

operations. The production of new and improved pro¬ 

ducts for computers no longer actively marketed by 

IBM, but still existing in large numbers in the 

field would be such an area. Another would be the 

development of products more specialized than any 

IBM produces. The extreme form of such activity would 

be for a firm to devote itself totally to custom 

software products. This would, of course, require the 
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independent software producer to finance the extended 

development periods associated with such products. 

In all these areas, it is possible that IBM’s compe¬ 

tition might be slight or non-existent (however, the 

independent may have to compete with the user himself 

for the right to supply such products since users as 

a whole are still the biggest source of software). 

Therefore, given IBM's control over a 

large percentage of the total spent by users outside 

their organizations on software, it is possible to 

allow, within the framework of this discussion, for 

the existence of other small scale competitors in 

the sector. The market structure which seems to 

correspond to such an economic environment is that 

which is composed of one dominant firm controlling 

a sizeable portion of trade and several significantly 

smaller or fringe firms dividing what is left. How¬ 

ever, even though the number of competitors may in¬ 

crease, the market would not necessarily be more 

competitive in an economic sense. In the controlled 

portion of the market, prices could be influenced 

by IBM in accordance with its aim of maximizing long 

run combined monopoly profits. Any correspondence 
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between software prices and marginal costs would thus 

be by coincidence. In the uncontrolled segment of 

the software market, the reduced volume that each 

competitor might face may keep prices high and above 

marginal costs also. The implication of this paper 

then is that whether the number of competitors in¬ 

creases or not, the competitive nature of the soft¬ 

ware sector will not necessarily be enhanced by IBM's 

decision to unbundle. 
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